We study warm-viscous inflationary universe model on the brane, in a tachyon field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is well-known, the Big Bang model have many long-standing problems (horizon, flatness,...). These problems may be solved in the framework of the inflationary universe models [1] . The causal interpretation of the origin of the distribution of Large-Scale Structure (LSS) and observed anisotropy of cosmological microwave background (CMB) [2] are provided by the scalar field as a source of inflation. For standard models of inflationary universe (cool inflation models), the inflation period may be divided into two regimes, slow-roll and reheating epochs. Firstly, in slow-roll period kinetic energy remains small compared to the potential energy term. In this period, all interactions between scalar fields (inflatons) and other fields are neglected and the universe inflates. Subsequently, in reheating epoch, the kinetic segment of energy is comparable to the potential energy and the inflaton field starts an oscillation around the minimum of the potential by losing their energy to other fields which are present in the theory. Therefore, the reheating epoch is the end period of inflation. In cool inflation models the quantum fluctuations may be responsible for Large-Scale Structures formation.
Radiation production in warm inflation models occurs during inflationary period and reheating period may be avoided [3] . Thermal fluctuations are obtained during warm inflation.
Thermal fluctuations instead of quantum fluctuations could play a dominant role to produce initial fluctuations which are necessary for Large-Scale Structure (LSS) formation. Therefore the density fluctuations arise from thermal rather than quantum fluctuations [4] . Finally, warm inflationary period ends when the universe stops inflating. After the warm inflation period the universe enters in radiation phase smoothly [3] . Remaining inflatons or dominant radiation fields could create the matter components of the universe. Some extensions of this model are found in Ref. [5] .
In warm inflation models, for simplicity, the particles which are created by the inflaton decay are considered as massless particles (or radiation). The existence of massive particles in the inflationary fluid model as a new model of inflation have considered in Ref. [6] . The perturbation parameters of this model have obtained in Ref. [7] . In this scenario the existence of massive particles may altere the dynamics of the inflationary universe model by modification the fluid pressure. Decay of the massive particles whitin the fluid is an entropy-producing scalar phenomenon and in other hand "bulk viscous pressure" have entropy-producing property.
Therefore the decay of particles may be considered by a bulk viscous pressure Π = −3ζH [8] where H is Hubble parameter and ζ is phenomenological coefficient of bulk viscosity. This coefficient is positive-definite by the second law of thermodynamics and in general depends on the energy density of the fluid.
In higher dimensional theories, Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmological models in the context of string/M-theory have related to brane-antibrane configurations [9] . It was shown that the tachyon fields associated with unstable D-branes may be responsible for inflation in early time [10] . Tachyonic inflationary universe model is a k-inflation model [11] , for the scalar field φ with a positive potential V (φ). Tachyonic form of effective potential has two special properties, firstly the maximum of this potential is found where φ → 0 and second property is the minimum of the potential is obtained where φ → ∞. In cool inflation models, if the tachyonic field starts to roll down the potential, then universe which is dominated by a new form of matter will smoothly evolve from inflationary universe to an era dominated by a non-relativistic fluid [12] . We will explain the phase of acceleration expansion (inflation) in term of tachyon field in the context of warm inflation theory.
We may live on a brane which is embedded in a higher dimensional universe. This realization has significant implications to cosmology [13] . In this scenario, which is motivated by string theory, gravity (closed string modes) can propagates in the bulk, while the standard model of particles (matter fields which are related to open string modes) is confined to the lowerdimensional brane [14] . 4d Einstein's equation projected onto the brane have been found in Ref. [15] . Friedmann equation and the equations of linear perturbation theory [16] may be modified by these projections. We would like to study the warm tachyon inflation model in the brane scenario. Therefore we will consider the linear cosmological perturbations theory for warm tachyon inflation model on the brane. Einstein's equations which are projected onto the brane with cosmological constant and matter fields which are confined to 3d-brane, have the following form [15] 
where E µν is a projection of 5d Weyl tensor, T µν is energy density tensor on the brane, π µν is a tensor quadratic in T µν , M 4 and M 5 are Planck scales in 4 and 5 dimensions, respectively.
Cosmological constant Λ 4 on the brane in term of 3-brane tension λ and 5d cosmological constant Λ is given by
4d Planck scale is determined by 5d Planck scale as
In spatially flat FRW model Friedmann equation, by using Einstein's equation (1), has the form [15]
where a is scale factor of the model and H is Hubble parameter ε is an integration constant and ρ T is the total energy density on the brane. During inflation we could neglect Λ 4 and ε constants. Therefore the Friedmann equation reduced to
In warm-viscous inflationary models where, the total energy density ρ T = ρ φ + ρ is found on the brane [17] , the Friedmann equation have the form
Cosmological perturbations of warm inflation model (with viscous pressure) have been studied in Ref. [18] ( [7] ). Warm tachyon inflationary universe model (on the brane) have been studied in Ref. [19] ( [20] ). Warm inflation on the brane (with viscous pressure) have been studied in Ref [21] . As far as, we know, a model in which warm tachyon inflation with viscous pressure on the brane has not been yet considered. Therefor, in the present work we will study warm-tachyon inspired inflation with viscous pressure on the brane, using the above modified Friedmann equation. The paper organized as: In the next section we will describe warm-tachyon inflationary universe model with viscous pressure on the brane. In section (3) we obtain the perturbation parameters for our model. In section (4) we study our model using the exponential potential in high dissipative regime and high energy limit for two cases: 1-Dissipative parameter Γ and bulk viscous parameter ζ are constant parameters. 2-Dissipative parameter as a function of tachyon field φ and bulk viscous parameter as a function of radiation-matter mixture energy density ρ. Finally in section (5) we close by some concluding remarks.
II. THE MODEL
In this section, we will obtain the characteristics of warm tachyon inflation with viscous pressure on the brane in the background level. This model may be described by an effective tachyon fluid and matter-radiation imperfect fluid. The energy-momentum tensor of tachyon fluid in a spatially flat Friedmann Robertson Walker (FRW) is recognized by
. The pressure and energy density of tachyon field are defined by [12] 
and
respectively, where V (φ) is the effective scalar potential associated with tachyon field φ. Important characteristics of this potential are dV dφ < 0 and V (φ → ∞) → 0 [22] . The imperfect fluid is a mixture of matter and radiation of adiabatic index γ which have energy density ρ = T s(φ, T ) (T is the temperature and s is the entropy density of the imperfect fluid.) and pressure P +Π, where P = (γ −1)ρ. Also, Π = −3ζH is bulk viscous pressure [8] ,
where H is Hubble parameter and ζ is phenomenological coefficient of bulk viscosity. This coefficient is positive-definite by the second law of thermodynamics and in general depends on the energy density ρ of the fluid. The dynamic of warm tachyon inflation with viscous pressure on the brane in spatially flat FRW model is described by Friedmann equation,
conservation equations of tachyon field and imperfect fluid which are connected by the dissipation term Γφ
where Γ is the dissipative coefficient with the dimension M 5 4 . In the above equations dots "." mean derivative with respect to cosmic time, prime denotes derivative with respect to tachyon field φ and in Eq.(5) we choose 8π M 2 4 = 1. We would like to express the evolution equation (7) in terms of entropy density s(φ, T ). This parameter is defined by a thermodynamical relation [23] 
in terms of the Helmholtz free energy f
which is dominated by the thermodynamical potential V (φ, T ) in slow-roll limit. The total energy density and total pressure are given by
The viscous pressure for an expanding universe is negative (Π = −3ζH), therefore this term acts to decrease the total pressure. Using Eq. (7), we can find the entropy density evolution for our model as
where for a quasi-equilibrium high temperature thermal bath as an inflation fluid, we have
. The bulk viscosity effects may be read from above equation. Thus bulk viscous pressure Π as a negative quantity, enhances the source of entropy density on the RHS of the evolution equation (11) . Therefore, energy density of radiation and entropy density increase (4) is the order of potential ρ φ ∼ V and dominates over the imperfect fluid energy density ρ φ > ρ, this limit is called stable regime [23] . Using slow-roll approximation wheṅ
the dynamic equations (5) and (6) are reduced to
where r = Γ 3HV
. From above equations and Eq. (7), when the decay of the tachyon field to imperfect fluid is quasi-stable i.e.ρ ≪ 3H(γρ + Π) andρ ≪ Γφ 2 , ρ could be written as
In the present work we will restrict our analysis in high dissipative regime i.e. r ≫ 1
where the dissipation coefficient Γ is much greater than 3HV . The reason of this choice is the following. In weak dissipative i.e. r ≪ 1, the expansion of the universe in the inflation era disperses the decay of the inflaton, so there is a little chance for interaction between the sectors of the inflationary fluid and we do not have non-negligible bulk viscosity. Warm inflation in high and weak dissipative regimes for a model without bulk viscous pressure have been studied in Refs. [3] and [24] respectively. Dissipation parameter Γ may be a positive function of inflaton φ and temperature T or a constant parameter by the second law of thermodynamics. There are some specific forms for the dissipative coefficient, with the most common which are found in the literatures being the Γ ∼ T 3 form [23] , [25] , [26] , [27] . We like quasi-stable condition in the inflation epoch [23] where the energy density of radiation (which is obtained from dissipation of inflaton field) is smaller than the energy of tachyon field
In warm-tachyon model of inflation the interesting potential is descending potential in term of tachyon field φ (V (φ) = V 0 exp(−αφ)) [19] . Therefore we need a descending form of dissipation in term of tachyon field φ. An important choice for dissipation parameter Γ as a function of tachyon field is a descending function Γ(φ) ∝ exp(−αφ) [19] , [7] .
In some works parameter Γ and potential of the inflaton have the same form [19] . In
Ref. [7] , perturbation parameters for warm inflationary model with viscous pressure have been obtained where Γ = Γ(φ) = α 1 V (φ) and Γ = Γ 0 = const. In this work we will study the warm-tachyon inflationary universe model with viscous pressure on the brane for these two cases.
We introduce the slow-roll parameters for our model as
A relation between two energy densities ρ φ and ρ is obtained from Eqs. (14) and (15) 
The condition of inflation epochä > 1 could be obtained by inequality ǫ < 1. Therefore from above equation, warm-tachyon inflation with viscous pressure could take place when
Inflation period ends when ǫ ≃ 1 which implies
or equivalently 1 +
where the subscript f denotes the end of inflation. The number of e-folds is given by
where the subscript * denotes the epoch when the cosmological scale exits the horizon.
III. PERTURBATION
In this section we will study inhomogeneous perturbations of the FRW background. These perturbations in the longitudinal gauge, may be described by the perturbed FRW metric
where Φ and Ψ are gauge-invariant metric perturbation variables [28] . All perturbed quantities have a spatial sector of the form e ikx , where k is the wave number. Perturbed
Einstein field equations in momentum space have only the temporal parts
where
The above equations are obtained for Fourier components e ikx , where the subscript k is omitted. v in the above set of equations is found from the decomposition of the velocity
. Warm inflation model may be considered as a hybrid-like inflationary model where the inflaton field interacts with radiation field [18] , [29] . Entropy perturbation may be related to dissipation term [30] . During inflationary phase with slow-roll approximation, for non-decreasing adiabatic modes on large scale limit k ≪ aH, we assume that the perturbed quantities could not vary strongly. So we have HΦ ≫Φ, (δφ) ≪ (Γ + 3H)(δ φ), (δρ) ≪ δρ andv ≪ 4Hv. In slow-roll limit and by using the above limitations, the set of perturbed equations are reduced to
Using Eqs. (26), (28) and (29) perturbation variable Φ is determined
In the above equations, for Π → 0 and γ = We can solve the above equations by taking tachyon field φ as the independent variable in place of cosmic time t. Using Eq. (13) we find
From above equation, Eq.(27) and Eq.(30), the expression
We will return to the above relation soon. Following Refs. [19] , [21] and [30] , we introduce auxiliary function χ as
From above definition we have
Using above equation and Eq.(32) we find
We could rewrite this equation, using Eqs. (12) and (13)
A solution for the above equation is
where C is integration constant. From above equation and Eq. (34) we find small change
Perturbed matter fields of our model are inflaton δφ, radiation δρ and velocity k −1 (P + ρ)v ,i . We can explain the cosmological perturbations in terms of gauge-invariant variables.
These variables are important for development of perturbation after the end of inflation period. The curvature perturbation R and entropy perturbation e are defied by [31, 32] 
In large scale limit, where k ≪ aH, and with slow roll condition, the curvature perturbation is given by
and the entropy perturbation vanishes [32] . We can find the density perturbation amplitude by using the above equation and Eqs. (12), (38) [33]
Hrφ δφ
For high or low energy limit (V ≫ λ or V ≪ λ) and by inserting Γ = 0, the above equation reduces to δ H ≃ Ḣ φ δφ which agrees with the density perturbation in cool inflation model [1] . In warm inflation model the fluctuations of the scalar field in high dissipative regime (r ≫ 1) may be generated by thermal fluctuation instead of quantum fluctuations
where in this limit freeze-out wave number k F = ΓH V = H √ 3r ≥ H corresponds to the freeze-out scale at the point when, dissipation damps out to thermally excited fluctuations
) [34] . With the help of the above equation and Eq.(43) in high dissipative regime (r ≫ 1) and high energy limit (λ ≫ 1) we find
An important perturbation parameter is scalar index n s which in high dissipative regime is given by
In Eq. (48) we have used a relation between small change of the number of e-folds and interval in wave number (dN = −d ln k). Running of the scalar spectral index may be found
This parameter is one of the interesting cosmological perturbation parameters which is approximately −0.038, by using WMAP7 observational results [2] .
During inflation epoch, there are two independent components of gravitational waves (h ×+ ) with action of massless scalar field are produced by the generation of tensor perturbations.
The amplitude of tensor perturbation is given by
where, the temperature T in extra factor coth[
] denotes, the temperature of the thermal background of gravitational wave [35] . Spectral index n g may be found as
] [35] . Using Eqs. (45) and (51) we write the tensor-scalar ratio in high dissipative regime
where k 0 is referred to pivot point [35] and
H . An upper bound for this parameter is obtained by using WMAP7 data, R < 0.36 [2] .
IV. EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL
In this section we consider our model with the tachyonic effective potential
where parameter α > 0 is related to mass of the tachyon field [36] . The exponential form of potential have characteristics of tachyon field ( 
We find the evolution of tachyon field with the help of Eq. (13) φ
where φ i = φ(t = 0).
Dissipation parameter r = Γ 3HV
in this case is given by
Hubble parameter for our model has the form
Using Eqs. (17) and (55), the energy density of the radiation-matter fluid in high dissipative limit becomes
and, in terms of tachyon field energy density ρ φ becomes
For this example, the entropy density in terms of cosmic time may be obtained from Eqs.
(56),(59)
In FIG.1 , we plot the entropy density in terms of cosmic time. As one can see the entropy density increases by the bulk viscous effect [23] .
From Eq. (20), the number of e-fold at the end of inflation, by using the potential (54), for our inflation model is given by where φ f > φ i . Using Eqs. (45) and (53), we could find the scalar spectrum and scalartensor ratio
In the above equation we have used the Eq. (46) wherẽ
These parameters may by restricted by WMAP7 observational data [2] .
Now we assume ζ = ζ(ρ) = ζ 1 ρ and Γ = Γ(φ) = α 1 V (φ) = α 1 V 0 exp(−αφ) (see appendix B), where α 1 and ζ 1 are positive constants. By using exponential potential (54), Hubble parameter, r parameter and slow-roll parameterǫ have the form
respectively. Using Eq. (13), we find the scalar field φ in term of cosmic time
The energy density of imperfect fluid ρ in term of the inflaton energy density ρ φ is given by the expression
We can find the entropy density s in terms of cosmic time
The entropy density and energy density of our model in this case increase by the bulk viscosity effect ( see FIG.2) . From Eq.(66) the scalar field and effective potential at the end of inflation whereǫ ≃ 1, becomes
so, by using the above equation and Eq.(67) we may find time at which inflation ends
Number of e-folds in this case is related to V i and V f by using Eq.(20)
At the begining of the inflation r parameter is given by
so, high dissipative condition(r ≫ 1), leads to α 1 ≫ α(N + 1).
By using Eqs. (45) and (53) scalar power spectrum and tensor-scalar ratio result to be
respectively, where A = . In the above equation we have used the Eq. (46) whereĨ
We may restrict these parameters, using WMAP7 observational data [2] . Using WMAP7 data, P R (k 0 ) = In these two cases we have found perturbation parameters and constrained these parameters by WMAP7 observational data.
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VII. APPENDIX A
In this article we study our model in natural units where c = = 1, so we have
In Eq.(2) (which is obtained from Eq.(1)) we have
It is appear that T µν have mass dimension 4.
From Eqs.(3) and (4), we have −φ 2 plus dimensionless number 1, therefore
It is appear that tachyon field have mass dimension −1 (which is agree with the tachyonic form of potential (54)) In Eq.(7) RHS and LHS have mass dimension 5.
[
In Eq.(13) RHS and LHS have mass dimension 1.
The explicit forms for the dissipation coefficient have been derived from analysing intermediate particle production [37] [38] [39] (φ → χ → yy, where χ is heavy intermediate field and
y is light field.). We follow the thermal field theory methods which is found in Ref. [40] .
Schwinger-Keldeysh approach will be used here [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . From thermal field theory methods the ensemble of an operator A in Heisenberg picture may be written
where ρ is density matrix. Shifted version of Schwinger-Keldysh, or closed approach path formalism may be used, to evaluate ensemble average [50] . The generating functional for the scalar field φ is given by
where T (T * ) denotes time ordering with smallest time on right (left). The index a for pairs J a = (J 1 , J 2 ) and φ a = (φ 1 , φ 2 ) raises by a metric c ab = diag(1, −1) [51] . Two-point functions of this model are
whereη =φ−φ a . The starting point of perturbation theory for a system close to equilibrium is free theory with thermal distribution of states. Feynman diagram expansions may be used for studying the correlation functions of interacting theory. Free theory propagators −iG 0ab
is represented by lines and vertices are found from an interacting lagrangian [41] . The study of the background fields may be identified with ensemble averages of the field operators. 
where the effective action is
We consider the tachyonic fluid as an interacting system in thermal equilibrium. We assume the background fields are constant φ 1 = φ 2 and G ab (x, x ′ ) ≡ G ab (x − x ′ ). We define the vacuum polarization or self-energy Π ab as
and P=( − → P , ω) is 4-momentum. In FIG.4 , we show diagrammatic representation for twopoint function. We define the dissipative part of self-energy as
where Π ab = −Π * ab .
FIG. 4:
We plot the diagrams of vacuum energy −iΠ ab , two-point function −iG ab and free twopoint function −iG 0ab .
From above definitions and using the methods of Ref. [41] , we will study the effective field equation of tachyon field which is interacting with radiation field in slow-roll limit. From
Eq.(82) the effective field equation for our model is
where the homogeneous field φ varies slowly slowly about φ t = φ(t). An expansion of F is given by
where F n (x) = − 1 n! d 4 x 1 ...d 4 x n δ n+1 S δφ 1 (x)δφ a 1 (x 1 )...δφ an (x n ) | φa=φ 1 δφ a 1 (x 1 )...δφ an (x n )
and δφ a = φ a − φ t . The first term F 0 may be expressed as the derivative of ln(V ). This term represents the part of field equation without time derivative terms. Term F 1 contains the equilibrium self-energy Π η ab (k, t − t 1 ) of perturbation η and derivative terms [41] . 
This result may be found from linear response theory [52] . We may represent an adiabatic approximation for massive boson field χ with an interacting Lagrangian [46] 
which is agree with the result of Ref. [41] . In our model for tachyon potential we setΦ ∼ V (φ) ∼ exp(−αφ). Therefore, we have
In section.4 we have used the Γ = α 1 V (φ) form for dissipative coefficient.
